
Minutes:  OD Low Vision Workgroup  

Date:  Monday, October 19, 2015 

4-4:55 PM ET  

 
 

Call participants:  Patti Fuhr, Karen Brahm, Lisa Chan-Oconnell, Greg Hopkins, Tim Morand, Matthew 

Johnson, Jennifer Gustafson, Jane Shea, Olga Whitman, Sally Dang, Robert Ruggiero 

 

1. RVUs and productivity  - Patti Fuhr provided a power point lecture titled, ‘Optometry Low 

Vision Rehab Productivity Update’.  Thank you , Patti!  

Here are some highlights:   

a. An OD should be assigned a person class other than 060800 (optometrist) ONLY if 

practicing that specialty more than 50% of time in clinic 

i. Your AO (admin officer) can assist in reviewing and updating your person class 

b. Productivity is the ratio of the RVUs you generate (based on coding) divided by the 

amount of time you are mapped for direct patient care 

c. When working with residents:  The attending OD should ALWAYS be the primary 

provider 

d. Productivity measures for OD low vision rehab were significantly lower than other OD 

person class categories for (FY)14 and FY15.  This may be due to:   

i. Fewer encounters/complexity of pt workload 

ii. Coding error 

iii. Erroneous person class  

iv. Lack of appropriate codes, etc 

 

e. Work has been started to clean up the productivity measure: 

i. Review and correct any errors in person class 

ii. Review procedure codes and RVUs 

iii. Work with OPES and DSS to analyze workload and update RVUs 

iv. Work to implement discipline specific coding so that all VAs have the same 

guidelines  

 

v. A workgroup has been established. We are starting with person class cleanup 

f. We hope to have guidelines for LV exams/coding/procedures in another year or 2 

 

2. ICD10 

a. Legal Blindness = no change in definition H548 

b. See slides 14-16 for categories or visual impairment 

 

3. Question about telephone notes 

a. you should get RVUs for phone calls 

b. Code by amount of time  

229 is the primary stop code for Telephone Blind Rehab Program: 

“Records patient consultation, advice, and/or referral provided by telephone contact between patient or 

patient’s next of kin and/or the person with whom the patient has a meaningful relationship, and a 

member of the Blind Rehab Services and Low Vision Continuum of Care Program.  Includes 

administrative and clinics services.  Provisions of 38 U.S.C. Section 7332 requires that records which 

reveal the identity, diagnosis, prognosis, or treatment of VA patients which relate to drug abuse, 

alcoholism, or alcohol abuse, infections with HIV, or sickle cell anemia, are strictly confidential and may 



not be released or discussed unless there is a written consent from the individual.  Usage of a secondary 

stop code to identify the discipline of the provider is encouraged. “(408 for Optometry) 

 

The note to go along with the clinic set up should be titled “Eye Blind Rehabilitation Telephone Note” or 

something similar 

Code as below by the number of minutes it took for the telephone encounter, using the physician phone 

call codes 

 

 

2.  Person class list – Lisa and Karen will be contacting ODs on the Productivity Data Profile report to 
confirm that those doctors listed are mapped correctly (>50% low vision = low vision person class).  

This is a needed step to clean up the physician productivity report.  

 

3.  Low vision exam template.   The template is available.  If you are interested in using the template, 

please send an email to Karen (Karen.Brahm2@va.gov) with your facility’s CAC’s vista e-mail address.  

CACs at individual facilities will be able make adjustments to the template as needed.  The best way to 

send the template is through an exchange message to CACs at the requesting sits through their VISTA 

email address.  We are also looking to see if there is another place to make the template available.   

 

We apologize for the technical difficulty at the end of the call.  Apparently, there was a crossed line that 

had to be disconnected.  



 

Reminder:  Minutes from past calls are posted on the low vision SharePoint site.  If you’d like access 
to this site, please e-mail Lisa:  Lisa.Chan-OConnell@va.gov  and she will send you a link.   

 

Next Low Vision Conference Call:  Dec 21, 2015 -  VANTS  800-767-1750 Access code 94706 
 
 

mailto:Lisa.Chan-OConnell@va.gov

